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Abstract

With the rapid increase of available digital data, we are searching for a storage media with high density and capability of long-term preservation. Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) storage is identified as such a promising candidate, especially for archival storage systems. However, the encoding density (i.e., how many binary bits can be encoded into one nucleotide) and error handling are two major factors intertwined in DNA storage. Considering encoding density, theoretically, one nucleotide (i.e., A, T, G, or C) can encode two binary bits (upper bound). However, due to biochemical constraints and other necessary information associated with payload, currently the encoding densities of various DNA storage systems are much less than this upper bound. Additionally, all existing studies of DNA encoding schemes are based on static analysis and really lack the awareness of dynamically changed digital patterns. Therefore, the gap between the static encoding and dynamic binary patterns prevents achieving a higher encoding density for DNA storage systems.

In this paper, we propose a new Digital Pattern-Aware DNA storage system, called DP-DNA, which can efficiently store digital data in the DNA storage with high encoding density. DP-DNA maintains a set of encoding codes and uses a digital pattern-aware code (DPAC) to analyze the patterns of a binary sequence for a DNA strand and selects an appropriate code for encoding the binary sequence to achieve a high encoding density. An additional encoding field is added to the DNA encoding format, which can distinguish the encoding scheme used for those DNA strands, and thus we can decode DNA data back to its original digital data. Moreover, to further improve the encoding density, a variable-length scheme is proposed to increase the feasibility of the code scheme with a high encoding density. Finally, the experimental results indicate that the proposed DP-DNA achieves up to 103.5% higher encoding densities than prior work.

1 Introduction

With the rapid increase of available digital data, the demand for storage capacity is significantly increased. Based on the prediction of International Data Corporation (IDC) [41], the total amount of digital data in the whole world will reach 175 Zettabyte (ZB) in 2025. To satisfy such a demand, many emerging storage technologies and devices have been exploited and developed, such as magnetic tape [6], Solid-State Drive (SSD) [31, 32], Shingled Magnetic Recording (SMR) [11, 46] and Interlaced Magnetic Recording (IMR) drives [25, 47] in past decades. However, these storage technologies still cannot satisfy the increased demand for storage capacity. Besides, these storage devices cannot preserve data for a long duration (beyond 15 years).

Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) storage is one promising candidate for archiving both a high storage density and a long preservation duration. As indicated in [14], DNA storage can achieve a theoretical density of about 455 Exabytes/gram and DNA can be preserved for several centuries [10, 24]. Thus, DNA storage provides a great potential to store a massive amount of data and achieves a much higher storage density and a longer preservation duration than any other existing storage technologies.

In the past, researchers investigated and demonstrated the feasibility of DNA storage [16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 24, 27, 35, 36, 40, 45]. They proposed different encoding schemes (converting binary digital data to DNA sequences), error-correction codes, and biochemical techniques for improving the efficiency of synthesis (write data to DNA) and sequencing (read data out from DNA) from both biology and information theory perspectives. However, these existing studies did not thoroughly investigate the potentials from the following two aspects. The first one is that all previous DNA storage architectures only use one encoding scheme in their systems, and thus their encoding densities are limited by the properties of the single encoding scheme. The second one is that existing encoding schemes rarely considered the data patterns in digital data. The gap between their static encoding and dynamic binary...
patterns makes them miss an opportunity of further improving the encoding density of DNA storage. Thus, it is important and has a great potential to build the bridge between dynamic digital data and DNA encoding to improve encoding density of DNA storage.

In this paper, we propose a Digital Pattern-aware DNA storage system, called DP-DNA. The primary goal of the proposed DP-DNA scheme is to improve the DNA storage density by using a multi-encoding scheme to adapt to the incoming digital sequences. First, a Digital Pattern-Aware Code (DPAC) is proposed to analyze a binary sequence and distinguish the high-frequency and low-frequency binary patterns. Then, the DPAC scheme selects an appropriate code to encode the binary sequence based on the outcome of pattern frequency analysis. To further improve the encoding density of DNA storage, DP-DNA applies a variable-length (VL) scheme to dynamically find a proper DNA strand length for a higher encoding density. As a result, the DP-DNA can achieve a high storage density according to the digital pattern of each binary data sequence for a DNA strand. To avoid certain biochemical constraints in DNA storage, a feasibility checker is used to ensure free-violations with DNA’s biochemical constraints.

The contributions of this paper are fourfold: I. We propose a new DNA storage architecture with using multiple encoding schemes for one DNA storage system to improve the encoding density. II. The pattern-aware scheme analyzes the considered digital binary sequence for a DNA strand and selects a proper code for the sequence to further improve the overall encoding density based on the distribution of binary sequence’s patterns. III. A variable-length scheme is used to further increase the DNA storage density. IV. Different applications including images, database, etc. are used to test the encoding density of DNA storage, and the final results indicate the proposed scheme achieves much higher encoding densities than prior work.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background information about DNA storage. Section 3 demonstrates the motivation behind this work. Section 4 describes the proposed DP-DNA scheme. The discussion of overhead, feasibility and random access is discussed in Section 5. Section 6 shows the comparisons of the experimental results of DP-DNA and some existing schemes. The related work is introduced in Section 7. The conclusions are drawn in Section 8.

2 Background of DNA Storage

In DNA, nucleotides are the basic molecules to build DNA sequences. Each DNA nucleotide contains one of four bases: Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Guanine (G), or Thymine (T). A DNA strand or oligonucleotide consists of a chain of these different nucleotides. Two complementary DNA strands bind together to form a DNA molecule in the famous double helix structure. An A in one strand will only bind with a T in the other, and vice versa. Similarly, a C will only bind with a G, and a G will only bind with a C. The number of these base pairs (bp) in the DNA molecule is a measurement of the DNA sequence’s length. A DNA sequence is a list of the four base letters in the order in which they appear in a DNA strand. For our purposes, saying nucleotides refers to these four letters. As shown in Figure 1, there are four major processes in the DNA storage system: encoding, synthesis, sequencing, and decoding. The encoding and synthesis are the processes to write data into DNA storage. The sequencing and decoding are the processes to read data out from DNA storage.

**Encoding and decoding:** To store data in DNA storage, we need to convert binary digital data into DNA sequences (i.e., A, T, G, and C). Ideally, we can store two binary bits in each base pair (e.g., 10->A, 11->T, 01->C, and 00->G). However, due to some biochemical constraints such as homopolymers (repetitions of the identical nucleotide like AAAAA...), the two-bit encoding scheme introduces a much higher error rate in both synthesis and sequencing processes. Therefore, most existing studies [13,16,17,19–21,23,24,30,40] convert digital data to DNA sequences with less than 2 bits/nt (bits per nucleotide). Decoding is the reverse of the encoding process, which transfers the DNA sequence back to original binary data according to the used encoding scheme.

**DNA synthesis (write) and sequencing (read):** After converting binary data to DNA sequences, we can chemically synthesize a DNA sequence nucleotide by nucleotide as the designs in [29,37]. The process is error-prone since a nucleotide can be aligned to an existing partial strand. Current technologies can synthesize a DNA strand up to 3,000 base pairs (bp) [2,28,49]. After synthesis, millions of different DNA strands representing binary data are mixed in one tube/pool. The target DNA strands are amplified/duplicated during the read operation via Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). PCR is a biotechnological method for exponentially duplicating target DNA strands within a tube. After that, the sample of DNA strands is sent to a sequencing machine. The target DNA strands as a template will be duplicated by attaching fluorescent nucleotides with different colors. Finally, the target DNA strands will be read out by the sequencing machine. Please note that multiple different DNA strands can be read out in a massively parallel way if they are encoded with the same primer pair (primer pairs will be explained in
the next section). In a PCR process, all strands encoded with the same primer pair are the target DNA strands.

**DNA Storage Errors:** In DNA storage, there are three major types of errors including deletion, insertion and substitution. More specifically, some nucleotides might be written or read by another type of nucleotides (i.e., substitution) or may not be written into the DNA strands or read out (i.e., deletion) or newly added into or read out (i.e., insertion). The substitution error rate may reach 0.008 errors per base, which are around 2X-10X higher than the other two types [26, 40]. Moreover, some features may increase the error probability in synthesis and sequencing processes. For example, due to the technology limitation, with increasing DNA strand length, it becomes harder to add more nucleotides on the DNA strands. In other words, when the strand length increases, the errors happening on each nucleotide bind also exponentially increase [2, 21, 34, 40, 42, 49]. Therefore, most of the existing works for DNA storage use 100–300 bp length of a DNA strand. GC content (i.e., the percentage of bases in a DNA sequence that are either C or G) is related to the melting temperature of DNA strands during PCR. Too high and too low GC content cause too high melting point and unspecific binding with primers, respectively, which makes PCR more difficult and error-prone.

Some other features such as long homopolymers (e.g., AAAAA), hairpins/loops and other forms of higher-order structure [39] also induce the difficulty of writing or reading DNA strands. Although hairpins/loops and higher-order structure increase the difficulty of sequencing, DNA strands with those structures are possibly read out by one or several time sequencings. Therefore, most of the existing DNA storage studies [13, 16–21, 23, 24, 30, 40] proposed their encoding schemes only intentionally avoiding the long homopolymers and low/high GC content since the hairpins/loops and other forms of a higher-order structure are hard to avoid and might be mitigated by sequencing multiple times.

**Overall encoding process of DNA storage and encoding format:** Figure 2 provides an example of the whole DNA encoding process to encode binary data to DNA sequences [17]. First, the binary data is encoded to base-3 codes. This process is to compress data to achieve a higher encoding density. A rotating code is used to encode digital data into nucleotides based on its immediate previously encoded nucleotide and current digital values. This rotating process is to avoid homopolymers and balance the GC contents. After that, the long DNA sequence will be chunked into short DNA sequences (e.g., 50 bp - 250 bp), which are the payloads of DNA strands. Then, some necessary DNA segments such as primers and an index are attached to a payload to comprise a DNA strand.

In Figure 2, a DNA strand follows the format including three fields: primer, index, error correction code (ECC), and payload. A primer is a short nucleotide sequence with a length from 18~25 bp [7]. One primer is normally attached to the beginning and another to the end of a DNA strand. Therefore, we refer these two primers as a primer pair. One primer pair can be associated with thousands or millions of different DNA strands since they can be read out in one sequencing. To distinguish these DNA sequences, an internal index field is added in the DNA strand. ECC (error-correction code) is used to correct errors and recover original data since both synthesis and sequencing are error-prone. Some schemes [17] apply ECC across different DNA strands. As indicated in wet-lab experiments [40], to make DNA sequences to be correctly recovered, and make fair comparisons, we apply a default 15% ECC overhead for all schemes in this paper (for other ECC overheads, the conclusion of this paper will not change). The payload is the data information.

### 3 Motivation

In this section, we introduce the motivation of our work. The encoding density is defined by the number of digital bits stored in DNA storage divided by the number of nucleotides (nt) used. Ideally, the encoding density is 2 bits/nt (bits per nucleotide). However, since other fields such as primer and internal index are also necessarily associated with payload in one DNA strand, the encoding density normally is smaller than 2 bits/nt. Even if we only consider the payload’s encod-
ing density, the DNA storage struggles to achieve 2 bits/nt due to some biochemical constraints such as the absence of homopolymers and preferring a certain GC content. Considering these biochemical constraints, an upper bound encoding density of 1.98 bits/nt has been theoretically proven [21]. However, the upper bound (i.e., 1.98 bits/nt) was achieved by filtering out many data (only encode up to 500MB data). In other words, the scheme has the scalability issue and cannot be used to a large DNA tube capacity such as storing GB or TB level data, which is contradicted to the purpose of DNA storage. Moreover, their work involved random numbers to shuffle the original data but introduced a large overhead of storing those metadata (i.e., random numbers) to recover binary values from DNA sequences. In real-world storage systems, a large amount of incoming sequences with dynamic access patterns prevent DNA storage from reaching this upper bound.

For other types of DNA storage systems, they used the schemes mapping from digital data to DNA sequences based on a static view. For example, the state-of-the-art encoding scheme widely used in many previous studies [16, 23, 40, 44] converts each byte in the binary sequence to several trits (base-3 digits). The purpose of converting to trits values (i.e., 0, 1, and 2) is that they can apply a rotation code (i.e., mapping 0, 1 and 2 to A, T, C and G based on the previous nucleotide as shown in Figure 3) to avoid consecutive DNA patterns or homopolymers since there is no two consecutive identical nucleotides. For one byte binary data, there are 236 5-bit trits and 20 6-bit trits in their base-3 digit mapping table. The static coding mapping table is originally generated based on several specific files [23]. So, on average, they can achieve an encoding density of 1.57 bits/nt. However, these studies did not consider the patterns in digital binary sequences before encoding them into DNA sequences. For example, if a pattern ‘11’ frequently appears in a binary sequence for a DNA strand, we may want to use a higher encoding density code for the pattern ‘11’ to increase the encoding density. The code mapping used in the previous studies is based on a fixed set of bytes (i.e., from one long binary sequence or a dataset). As a result, it may not produce the best outcome for short sequences and input data with dynamically changed binary patterns. Therefore, current existing schemes based on statical encoding manners are hard to adapt to the dynamic workloads and thus either achieve low encoding densities or only can apply for small amount of data.

4 Design of DP-DNA

In this section, we start to introduce the design of DP-DNA and describe how DP-DNA can improve the encoding density of DNA storage based on the dynamically changed digital patterns.

The encoding process as indicated in Figure 1 is to encode a binary sequence for a DNA strand to a DNA sequence

![Figure 4: (a) straightforward rotating code (called 2bit-code) with the encoding density of 2 bits/nt. (b) unbalanced code (also called 11-code referring to the ‘11’ column having two nucleotides and other columns having only one nucleotide).](image)

(i.e., A, T, C, and G). As discussed in the previous sections, the design should follow some biochemical constraints such as the absence of homopolymers and low/high GC content (percent of the DNA sequence that is G or C). According to the studies of synthesis and sequencing errors in DNA storage [1, 12, 21, 43], the GC content and homopolymer runs are two significant determinants for causing errors. Essentially, the GC content should be between 40% - 60%, and homopolymer runs should be less than four nucleotides (i.e., the number of consecutive identical nucleotides should be less than four).

4.1 Unbalanced Code

According to the above constraints, we start with a simple proposed rotating code as shown in Figure 4 (a). This code is motivated by the theoretical upper bound of encoding density and the rotating code used in [17]. We try to encode two binary digits into one nucleotide and keep the nucleotide rotating to avoid long homopolymers. According to the figure, two binary digits are encoded based on their values and the previously (last) encoded nucleotide. For example, if the last DNA nucleotide is ‘C’, the current digits’10’ will be encoded into a DNA nucleotide ‘T’. This process continues until all binary digits finish encoding. The encoding algorithm provides two encouraging properties. One is that the encoding density obtains the upper bound of 2 bits/nt. The other one is that the probabilities of different nucleotides are the same in the encoding chart as shown in Figure 4. Thus, it can achieve around 50% GC content, which satisfies the biochemical constraints on GC content. However, one weakness of the code is that the absence of homopolymers less than 4nt cannot be guaranteed. For example, if we have eight consecutive ‘1’s with a former nucleotide ‘A’, the DNA sequence output will be ’AAAAA’ which violates the DNA storage constraints and may induce a high error rate.

To avoid the long homopolymers, we change the encoding scheme by adding one more nucleotide into the column that may induce a long homopolymer. As shown in Figure 4 (b), the last column (column ‘11’) is mapped to two nucleotides.
Figure 5: Two examples of the distributions of binary patterns (‘11’, ‘10’, ‘01’ and ‘11’) in different sequences of one image [5] (a - d) and one sample text file [9] (e - h).

By doing so, it avoids the scenario of a long homopolymer. Compared to the base-3 Huffman encoding scheme [23], on average, it improves the encoding density from 1.57 bits/nt to 1.6 bits/nt (a further improvement is discussed in the following sections). The small improvement in the encoding density can significantly save archiving storage capacity and cost due to the huge volume of data. Moreover, this improvement does not introduce any overhead compared to the previous work. Not only that, but it also saves the space of storing the Huffman table and encoding time compared to prior work [23].

4.2 Digital Pattern Aware Code (DPAC)

Based on the unbalanced code, binary digital patterns can be converted to one nucleotide or two nucleotides based on the previous encoded nucleotide and current 2-bit digits based on the previous encoded nucleotide and current 2-bit digits shown in Figure 4 (b). According to the figure, 2-bit digits may be encoded to two nucleotides (i.e., 1 bit/nt for these 2-bit digits), thus decreasing the overall encoding density. One extreme case is that all 2-bit digits are encoded to two nucleotides, and it achieves the overall encoding density of 1 bit/nt. Therefore, although the unbalanced code on average achieves a higher encoding density than the prior work, it cannot guarantee a higher encoding density than the prior work.

Moreover, we investigate the ratios of binary data patterns (i.e., the numbers of ‘00’, ‘10’, ‘01’ and ‘11’ appeared) in a binary sequence for a DNA strand. The ratio indicates the frequency of binary patterns in a binary sequence, which is defined as the number of times a binary pattern appears in a binary sequence divided by the total number of patterns in this sequence. For example, a binary sequence ‘1101101’ totally has four patterns (i.e., total eight bits divided by two bits per pattern equals to 4), and the pattern ‘11’ appears twice in the sequence (i.e., $1^2$ plus $2^0$ bits, and $5^6$ plus $6^0$ bits). So, the pattern ‘11’ has a ratio of 50% in this binary sequence. To investigate the ratios of the binary patterns, we find that the appearance of two consecutive binary digits mostly follows a non-uniform distribution in both short and long binary sequences. In other words, the binary patterns (‘00’, ‘10’, ‘01’ and ‘11’) have different ratios in a sequence. Two examples in Figure 5 indicate that binary sequences have non-uniform distributions for the four digital patterns. For example, as shown in Figure 5 (c), for the 14th 300 bits of an image, the ratio of the pattern ‘11’ is 30%, which is 13.3% higher than that of the pattern ‘10’. So, if we follow the encoding scheme as shown in Figure 4 (b), the frequently appeared pattern ‘11’ will likely be encoded with an encoding density of 1 bit/nt. As a result, it significantly reduces the overall encoding density of DNA storage. This observation can also be applied to other applications such as text, video, etc. Based on our experiments the digit pattern distributions of different applications per 300 bits can be varied from 9% to 75%. Even for some data that may have overall uniform distribution, within a small fragment like 300 bits, it has high probabilities of having biased distributions for the four patterns. For example, as indicated in Table 1, the overall distributions of different patterns in a PDF dataset are around 25%. However, when the data are chunked into 300-bit sequences, the pattern distributions in 300-bit sequences are varied a lot. Similar results are also found in other data types such as video, database, images, etc.

As motivated by the non-uniform distributions of digital patterns in binary sequences, we apply different encoding schemes for binary sequences to further improve the encoding density of DNA storage. Since we have a binary sequence for each DNA strand before encoding, we know the frequencies of those 2-bit binary patterns in the binary sequence. So, we can encode those higher-frequency patterns into fewer nucleotides. To achieve that, we extend the 11-code in Figure 4 (b) to generate a set of codes for different digital patterns (i.e., 00-code, 01-code, 10-code, and 11-code) as shown in Fig-

Table 1: The distributions of binary sequences (300 bits) under different pattern ratios for PDF data. (e.g., 0.4% at the 4th row of [0, 0.1) indicates that 0.4% of 300-bit sequences in the PDF dataset have the ratio of pattern ‘00’ in its 300-bit sequence with 0% - 10%.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern ratio in one sequence</th>
<th>Ratio of sequences with the pattern ratios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[0, 0.1)</td>
<td>0.4% 0.0% 0.9% 2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.1, 0.2)</td>
<td>20.1% 6.0% 6.0% 17.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.2, 0.22)</td>
<td>11.7% 9.7% 9.7% 11.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.22, 0.24)</td>
<td>13.6% 24.6% 24.6% 13.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.24, 0.26)</td>
<td>13.7% 33.4% 33.4% 13.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.26, 0.28)</td>
<td>12.0% 19.3% 19.3% 11.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.28, 0.3)</td>
<td>9.2% 5.4% 5.4% 9.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.3, 0.4)</td>
<td>15.5% 1.5% 1.5% 17.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.4, 1]</td>
<td>3.8% 0.0% 0.0% 2.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sequences encoded by 2bit-code is high. These homopolymers will cause much high error rates and may result in wrong sequencing results.

Due to the multi-encoding manner in the DPAC code, it becomes possible to use 2bit-code in the DP-DNA scheme. The principle of adding 2bit-code is that, by using 2bit-code, avoiding long homopolymers in each individual DNA sequence is much easier than that of purely using 2bit-code for all dataset, since DNA strand length is only around 100bp - 300bp in DNA storage. To avoid the homopolymers encoded from the 2bit-code, for each DNA strand, we can first investigate the feasibility of the 2bit-code and then check whether the 2bit-code generates any long homopolymers. If not, the binary sequence will be encoded by the 2bit-code. Otherwise, we discard the 2bit-code for this DNA strand, and use the DPAC code to encode it. By doing so, some DNA strands can be encoded with 2 bits/nt, and thus can further increase the overall encoding density of DNA storage.

### 4.4 Variable-length (VL) Scheme

(give an example?) Based on the all above discussion, we assume that all DNA strands follow the same strand length. However, the DNA length also has the large influence on the encoding density from two perspectives. First, since one DNA strand contains a portion of metadata, the ratio between the metadata and the payload in DNA strands determines the overall encoding density. It means that the large payload ratio can obtain a higher overall encoding density. On the other hand, the strand length decides the cutting points in a long binary sequence. The cutting positions may have effect on the choice of the coding schemes.

Specifically, for the first perspective, normally longer DNA strand length results in a higher overall encoding density. But, due to the constraints of current synthesis and sequencing technology, longer DNA strand length may cause higher errors or even make sequencing failed. So, the most studies used about 100-300 bps as the DNA strand length. With the development of biochemical technology, the DNA strand length is expected to become longer. The investigate of the DNA strand length can be found in Section 6.4. For the second perspective, prior work currently only used one specific encoding scheme and thus their schemes do not affect the payload encoding density under a fixed encoding scheme. However, by using multiple encoding schemes, the cutting points really do matter on which encoding scheme to be used. For example, for a binary sequence, the first 390 bits can be encoded into an encoding scheme with higher encoding density (e.g., 2bit-code), but the first 400 bits can only be encoded with a lower-density code since the following 10 bits (i.e., 391-400 bits) with the higher-density code will face the feasibility issue. In this scenario, we may want to cut the first 390 bits and encode it to a higher-density code but a shorter length. The rest 10 bits can be left for the following DNA strand. By doing so, the
As discussed above, the purpose of variable length is to enable the selection of the corresponding code as a candidate. For example, if we find the binary pattern with the lowest frequency, and then there are two paths. One is to perform the binary pattern to process, as shown in Figure 7, to encode a binary sequence, coding scheme for DNA storage systems. For the encoding of DNA storage, we propose a variable-length (VL) scheme.

Based on the previous discussion, we propose a hybrid encoding scheme for DNA storage systems. For the encoding process, as shown in Figure 7, to encode a binary sequence, there are two paths. One is to perform the binary pattern to find the binary pattern with the lowest frequency, and then select the corresponding code as a candidate. For example, if the pattern ‘11’ has the lowest frequency, 11-code will be selected. The other path is to find the maximum feasible length of 2bit-code by encoding the binary sequence from the first bit. Finally, we can find a proper length for the DNA strand with the 2bit-code. After those two paths, two encoding manners will be compared to check which one provides a higher overall encoding density as indicated in Equation (1), and the proper code will be finally used for this binary sequence. Note that $M$ (i.e., how many bits are excluded) is obtained from the 2bit-code feasibility checking process, $ε_2 = 2\text{bits}/\text{nt}$, and $ε_1$ is calculated from the first path.

Since we use five individual encoding schemes for the binary sequences, we propose a new DNA encoding format to decode DNA strands to distinguish their encoding algorithms. As shown in Figure 8, a new field ‘Encoding’ is added in the DNA strand format. In the Encoding field, five encoding schemes can be represented by binary digits 0000, 0001, 0010, 0100, and 0101, respectively. We encode the Encoding field using 11-code. So, two nucleotides in the encoding field are enough to distinguish these five encoding schemes (missing 0011 here avoids needing one more nucleotide to be used since ‘11’ needs two nucleotides in 11-code and thus 0011 will need three nucleotides). So, after finding the code as shown in Figure 7, we use the corresponding encoding scheme to encode the binary sequence and the corresponding ‘Encoding’ field is also recorded. For the decoding process, compared to the traditional decoding process, one extra step is needed. After sequencing, we first need to use 11-code to decode the first two nucleotides (after the primer) and to identify the encoding scheme of this DNA strand. Then, the rest of the DNA strand can be fully decoded by the corresponding coding scheme.

### 4.5 DP-DNA Encoding

Based on the previous discussion, we propose a hybrid encoding scheme for DNA storage systems. The design flow of the DP-DNA encoding scheme is shown in Figure 7.

**Figure 7:** Design flow of the DP-DNA encoding scheme.

**Figure 8:** The newly proposed DNA strand encoding format.

$$\frac{L}{L_{\varepsilon_1} + L_{\text{meta}}} < \frac{L - M}{(L - M)/\varepsilon_2 + L_{\text{meta}}}$$

(1)

where $ε_1$ and $ε_2$ indicate the code densities of the low-density and high-density codes, respectively. $L$ is the default length of binary sequence to be encoded. $M$ is indicates how many bits are excluded for the high-density code. $L_{\text{meta}}$ refers to the number of nucleotides used for metadata such as primer pairs and internal index in DNA strands. Thus, based on the equation, if we can find the early cut can increase the encoding density of the new DNA strand, we will use the high-density code (i.e., 2bit-code).

### 4.6 Overall DP-DNA System

In this subsection, we introduce the overall DP-DNA system. In the previous studies, they first encode a long digital se-
sequence into a long DNA sequence. Then, the DNA sequence is chunked to short DNA sequences (payloads) with the same length [16, 23, 40, 44]. After that, the other fields such as primers and an internal index are attached to the payloads. Therefore, DNA strands in their work are dependent on other DNA strands. If a nucleotide in a DNA strand (assume the DNA strand is in the middle of the long DNA sequence) is sequenced wrongly, other DNA strands following this strand will also be decoded wrongly. In our proposed scheme, as shown in Figure 8, first we chunk a binary sequence into small segments (e.g., 300 bits). The segment size is related to the final DNA strand length. Based on current biotechnology, the DNA strand length is 100 bp - 300 bp. Thus, the segment size can be around 100 bits - 400 bits according to different encoding densities and DNA strand lengths. The segment size can be fixed at 300 bits or can be a variable size based on its contexts according to the requirement. After chunking a binary sequence into segments, those segments and other information, including primers, Encoding, ECC and internal index, are assembled. Finally, we encode these assembled binary sequences to DNA strands. Each DNA strand has a ‘Start NT’ which is the last nucleotide of the primer. The ‘Start NT’ nucleotide is used as the first nucleotide for the rotating encoding, and the following nucleotides will be encoded one by one based on its previous one. Thus, each DNA strand has its own ‘Start NT’ and each DNA strand is independent to other DNA strands. There are two advantages. One is that the independent DNA strands can potentially speed up the encoding process since all DNA strands can be encoded in parallel. However, for the previous studies, since the DNA strands are encoded based on their previous DNA strand, it is hard to make the encoding process in parallel. The second is that the previous studies may face the scenario of error propagation, which means that one DNA nucleotide error may cause errors for its following DNA nucleotides since its following DNA nucleotides are encoded based on their previous nucleotides. As a result, although the following DNA nucleotides can be read out correctly, the binary sequence will be decoded wrongly if the nucleotide has an error. So, ‘Start NT’ has a great potential for those approximate DNA storage system to increase the robustness of DNA storage system. The ‘Encoding’ field will be encoded by 11-code as discussed in Section 4.5. After that, the following fields will be encoded based on the encoding scheme indicated by the ‘Encoding’ field.

In summary, the proposed DP-DNA scheme has a three-fold optimization on the encoding density. One is that the unbalanced code itself (e.g., 11-code) increases an average density to 1.6 bits/nt (1.57 bits/nt in [23]). The second one is that the multi-DPAC code can use a code (i.e., 2bit-code) with the highest encoding density. It can further improve the overall encoding density of DNA storage. The feasibility check of using the 2bit-code helps avoid the violations of biochemical constraints. Finally, according to the non-uniform distribution of different two-bit patterns, we dynamically apply different encoding schemes to each binary sequence to increase the encoding density.

### 5 Feasibility, Overhead, and Random Access Discussion

The experiments of this work are based on simulation. The wet-lab validation experiment will be left for future work. Although the wet-lab experiments can validate the proposed schemes, the feasibility check is a common technique in biological fields such as primer design, and it can broadly reflect real-life events and improve the success rate of wet-lab experiments. Moreover, the cost of wet-lab experiments in DNA storage is extremely expensive (e.g., 1GB data may cost more than $1,000,000 [29]) and thus the wet-lab experiments lacks scalability to cover all possible cases especially for large datasets. The simulation can investigate all possibilities of different schemes and provide the scalability of DNA storage investigation.

To ensure the feasibility of the proposed scheme, we design a set of feasibility rules to check synthesis and sequencing efficiency based on commercial design rules [1, 3] and previous studies [17, 21, 40]. The feasibility rules are shown in the following:

- Absence of long homopolymers (less than four nucleotides) [16, 21].
- GC contents (40% - 60%) [1, 4, 40].
- Avoiding Hairpin Structures: try to avoid sequences containing two inverted repeats, separated by at least three nucleotides [1].
- DNA strand length smaller than 1000 bp [1, 3].

To check the feasibility of encoding schemes, we set a score by these rules to indicate whether an encoding scheme will have a good design for real synthesis and sequencing. Initially, the score is zero. Then, the encoded DNA strands will go through the rules, and any violations of each rule will make the score increased by one. For example, if a 300 bp DNA strand has 63% GC content and contains a DNA pattern ‘AAAAA’, this DNA strand violates the first two rules. So, the
wet-lab experiments, they also used a similar set of rules to wet-lab experiments for their DNA encoding scheme. Before wet-lab experiments, to encode a DNA strand with 150 bp length, our proposed scheme will likely be successfully synthesized or sequenced, the design rules are widely used in DNA techniques and highly related the success rate of synthesis and sequencing. Therefore, generally a smaller score indicates a higher success rate of synthesis and sequencing processes in wet-lab experiments.

We use the work in [40] as a reference, which implemented wet-lab experiments for their DNA encoding scheme. Before wet-lab experiments, they also used a similar set of rules to design their primers and check biochemical violations. So, we assume that if our proposed scheme achieves a similar or lower score than that of the work [40], we can say that our proposed scheme will likely be successfully synthesized and sequenced according to current biology techniques. We use different data sets discussed in Section 6 and split data into around 300 bp DNA strands (the reason we choose 300 bp is that a longer DNA strand length is more likely to violate those design rules). Then, we compute the score of each DNA strand. As shown in Table 2, both schemes have around 50% GC contents due to the distribution of ‘G’ and ‘C’ nucleotides in the coding schemes each being 25%. Moreover, both schemes can avoid long homopolymers due to rotating encoding behavior. For the hairpin structure, we expected the number of hairpin structures in DNA strands as small as possible. As shown in Table 2, both schemes have similar hairpin structure ratios, and thus have similar sequencing difficulty in that regard. As indicated in Table 2 the proposed DP-DNA scheme achieves a slightly higher score per DNA strand than the referenced work [40]. The results indicate that those two schemes have much similar difficulty to read original DNA strands out.

For the overhead discussion of this scheme, the main overhead is from the computation. Our experiments are based on Python 3.6.9 running in a system with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 with 2.4GHz and 32GB memory. Based on our experiments, to encode a DNA strand with 150 bp length, on average, the DP-DNA needs 91.4us and the baseline [40] needs 82.4us, which is about 10.9% faster than that of DP-DNA. The reason is that the DP-DNA needs to check the 2-bit-code feasibility and scan the digit patterns, but those operations are much simple. However, the computation time of DP-DNA can be pipelined with DNA synthesis time. More importantly, compared to current DNA synthesis time (e.g., about 10s hours), the encoding overhead is acceptable. Moreover, by changing to a more efficient computing manner (e.g., running in C/C++, running in parallel, and running in high-performance systems), the execution time of the proposed encoding scheme will be tremendously decreased and can probably be ignored compared to the required DNA synthesis time.

For the random access of this design, we directly use the primer design rules in [40] to generate the primer pool for the DNA storage. Also, the architecture of this design maintains primer pairs and internal index in DNA strands, which is similar to the work [40]. Therefore, when randomly accessing a specific file, a mapping table can tell us the primer pairs of the DNA strands containing the target files. Then, Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) will amplify all DNA strands with the primer pairs. After that, those DNA strands will be read out by the sequencing machine. Finally, according to the internal index, the target files will be decoded and read out.

6 Experimental Results

6.1 Environment Description

This section introduces the experimental results to explore the encoding density of the proposed scheme. The default DNA strand length is 150 bp (i.e., the maximum DNA strand length) for all schemes. Note that for DP-DNA the DNA strand lengths may be changed since the encoding densities of DNA strands are varied based on the distribution of different patterns in binary sequences. We use 20 bp for the length of the beginning and ending primers in a DNA strand. The ECC has 15% overhead and we assume the ECC can make sure the data correctly read out as indicated in [40]. We use around 52GB data including images [5] (about 3.4GB), file documents including text files, MSR storage trace files (csv type) [38] and IEEE/ACM PDF papers (about 5.8GB), video from YouTube (about 22GB), TPC-H database [8] (20GB) and web pages (about 1GB) for the experiments.

To investigate the encoding density, we use three baselines denoted by Church et al. [20], Organick et al. [40] and Blawat et al. [16], respectively. For the proposed DP-DNA, two options are investigated with different maximum numbers (X) of consecutive identical nucleotides (homopolymers) denoted by Homo-X. All these five schemes are implemented in the experiments and applied to all data including video, text, web, database and image. Two metrics, payload encoding density and overall encoding density (including internal index, ECC and primers), are used based on these encoding schemes.

6.2 DNA Storage Overall Encoding Density

First, we investigate the payload encoding density. As shown in Figure 9, we can find that the proposed DP-DNA (Homo-2) and DP-DNA (Homo-3) can achieve 5.9% - 80.3% and 14.9% - 98.4% encoding density improvement compared to the three baselines, respectively. Homo-3 has a higher encoding density than that of Homo-2 because Homo-3 obtains more passes on the 2bit-code’s feasibility check than Homo-2. Compared with the three baselines, there are two main reasons for DP-DNA to achieve higher encoding density. The first reason is that the
digital pattern-aware coding (DPAC) based on the distribution of two-bit patterns in a binary sequence can distinguish low-frequency and high-frequency patterns. Those high-frequency patterns are encoded with 2 bits/nt (the upper bound storage density) and only the least frequent pattern is encoded with 1 bit/nt. Another reason is that the hybrid encoding manner provides the possibility of using 2-bit code for some DNA strands which further enhance the overall encoding density since the 2-bit code provides the highest encoding density. Moreover, the variable-length scheme increases the possibility of using 2bit-code in DNA strands. Thus, compared to the previous studies, although the DP-DNA scheme adds two extra nucleotides for the Encoding field, the proposed DP-DNA scheme can still achieve 13.1% - 103.4% encoding density improvement.

6.3 Breakdown Analysis

In this subsection, we discuss the effect of different techniques on the payload encoding density. Starting from Organick’s work [40] as a baseline, we add one feature each time until it becomes DP-DNA as described below:

- **Organick et al. [40]**: is the baseline scheme.
- **+11-code**: only uses 11-code for encoding binary sequences to DNA strands.
- **++DPAC**: considers binary patterns and uses the corresponding codes for those binary sequences.
- **+++2bit (Homo-X)**: adds 2bit-code and uses 2bit-code feasibility check with the maximum of X consecutive identical nucleotides.
- **++++VL (Homo-X)**: adds the variable length (VL) scheme (i.e., DP-DNA (Homo-2) and (Homo-3)).

We use different applications (i.e., web, database, text, images, and video) to compute the payload encoding density improvements for different schemes as shown in Figure 11. We can find that compared to Organick’s work, the density improvement of 11-code varies from -2.18% to 1.54% (i.e., 1.564 bits/nt (min) and 1.598 bits/nt (max)). The reason of causing such a variance from negative to positive improvement is that the ‘11’ pattern may or may not be the pattern with the lowest ratio in DNA strands. If the ‘11’ pattern has the lowest ratio, 11-code will obtain the highest encoding density since a small number of digits in bit streams are encoded into two nucleotides. In contrast, the encoding density will be decreased when encoding ‘11’ pattern into two nucleotides with a high ratio. For DPAC, the encoding density improvement can be increase to 6.02% - 8.87%. This is because DP-DNA find the lowest-frequent pattern and encode them to two nucleotides. If the ‘11’ pattern has the lowest ratio, 11-code will obtain the highest encoding density since a small number of digits in bit streams are encoded into two nucleotides. In contrast, the encoding density will be decreased when encoding ‘11’ pattern into two nucleotides with a high ratio. For DPAC, the encoding density improvement can be increase to 6.02% - 8.87%. This is because DP-DNA find the lowest-frequent pattern and encode them to two nucleotides. For other digital patterns, DP-DNA can use the highest encoding rate (i.e., two bits to one nucleotide). Finally, the variable-length scheme (++++VL) achieves significant improvement with the increase of 7.03% - 26.23%. The results benefit from two perspectives. One is that the encoding density improves significantly with the increase of 7.03% - 26.23%. The results benefit from two perspectives. One is that the 2bit-code achieves the highest encoding density. The other is that the
variable-length scheme increases the number of DNA strands encoded by 2bit-code.

### 6.4 Varying DNA Strand Length

In this subsection, we investigate the effect of DNA strand length on the encoding density for different schemes. We compute the DNA encoding density based on the whole dataset (i.e., around 52GB data) and the conclusions will remain similar for each individual data type. The payload encoding density with varying DNA strand length is shown in Figure 12. Note that since DP-DNA uses DPCA and VL schemes which can cause variable length, the DNA strand length here indicates the maximum DNA strand length can be used. The absolute encoding density and improvement ratio are used. For the improvement ratio, the encoding density of DP-DNA with 100nt DNA length as a reference for comparison.

For the payload encoding density, as increasing the DNA strand length from 100 bp to 700 bp, the payload densities have a decreasing trend (from 1.77 bits/nt to 1.67 bits/nt and from 1.95 bits/nt to 1.75 bits/nt for DP-DNA (Homo-2) and DP-DNA (Homo-3), respectively). There are two reasons for this. One reason is that a shorter DNA sequence has a more uneven distribution of digit patterns (i.e., ‘00’, ‘01’, ‘10’ and ‘11’). Our proposed DP-DNA based on the pattern aware code can have more benefits from those uneven distribution patterns. The other is that the longer DNA strand has a higher possibility of holding consecutive identical nucleotides when using the 2bit-code. Thus, the 2bit-code becomes harder to pass the feasibility check for a longer DNA sequence.

For the overall encoding density, since the DNA strand contains metadata including primer pairs, ECC, internal index and Encoding, the overall density is smaller than the payload only density. However, as increasing the DNA strand length, the overall densities have an increasing trend (from 0.95 bits/nt to 1.34 bits/nt and from 1.01 bits/nt to 1.38 bits/nt for DP-DNA (Homo-2) and DP-DNA (Homo-3), respectively). The reason is that as increasing DNA strand length the ratio of payload in a DNA strand is proportionally increased. Those influence of density degradation caused by metadata is significantly decreased. For example, in a 100-bp DNA strand, the primer pairs (40 bp) occupy 40% of DNA length resulting in a low overall encoding density. When the DNA length is increased to 700 bp, the overhead of primer pairs is only 5.7%. Therefore, although the payload encoding scheme may face a slight encoding density decrease, the overall density density will be increased due to the small ratio of metadata. In summary, with the development of biological technology, the DNA strand length will be continuously increased and the bio-constraints might be loosen. According to that, our scheme can still keep the advantages of high encoding density.

### 7 Related Work

DNA has become an attractive storage medium due to its high spatial density and long durability. Previous DNA storage studies mostly focused on the feasibility of storing binary data in DNA [15–17, 19, 20, 22, 24, 27, 35, 36, 40, 45, 48]. They proposed different encoding and decoding schemes and did real wet-lab experiments to store digital data into DNA storage. For example, for an early study, Bancroft et al. [15] used two DNA classes to store different types of data. They encoded English characters and a space to three nucleotides and finally achieved an information density of 1.06 nucleotides per bit. Church et al. [20] proposed to encode ‘A’ or ‘C’ to 1 and ‘G’ to 0 which can achieve 1 bit/nt. Some studies [16, 23, 40, 44] used a Huffman code to encode base-3 digits and then encoded these Huffman encoded values to DNA sequences in a rotating manner. Blawat et al. [16] encoded one-byte data into one or two nucleotides. With the constraints of the maximum number of consecutive identical nucleotides as 3, they finally can achieve 1.6 bits/nt. Yazdi et al. [48] used
random numbers to shuffle digital data to increase the density and robustness of DNA storage, but the metadata overhead introduced by random numbers limits the scalability of their scheme. Li et al. [33] proposed an approximate DNA storage system for images to improve the robustness of DNA storage. However, all those encoding schemes are based on a static mapping scheme from digital to DNA layers. With a dynamic changed incoming digital data, their schemes may not be able to achieve the best encoding density due to the unawareness of digital patterns.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new digital pattern-aware DNA storage encoding scheme, called DP-DNA, which can store digital data in DNA more efficiently in terms of the DNA storage encoding density. DP-DNA maintains a set of codes. A digital pattern-aware code (DPAC) analyzes a binary sequence’s two-bit patterns and selects a proper code to achieve a high encoding density. A new multi-encoding field added to the DNA encoding format can distinguish the encoding schemes used for those DNA strands and allow us to correctly decode DNA data back to the binary data. Moreover, a variable-length scheme is newly proposed to increase the possibility of using 2bit-code in DNA storage system, further increasing the encoding density. Experimental results based on binary data indicate that the proposed DP-DNA achieves around 5.9% - 103.5% higher encoding density of DNA storage than other existing schemes.
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